
A philosophic proof for the existence of a God: 

 

I define God as “The perfecfion of things, meanings, and values.”  

Things, meanings, and values are improving.  

Therefore, there is a God.  

 

A creafion concept: 

 

Picture a stafionary singular source of energy. Picture a stretch of this singularity to set it in mofion with 

opposing spins. The mofion of this energy evolves into mafter and anfi-mafter respecfively while 

maintaining the overall balance. These counterbalanced energies and their stafionary source are 

connected by tensions, (strong, weak, and electromagnefic forces, etc.). Material energies have 

demonstrated a propensity towards organizafion, as shown by our 13.8-billion-year material evolufion. 

Time is the measure of mofion and implies relafionship. The original stafionary singularity had nothing to 

relate to. Tensions and the resulfing aftracfions, create subsets and senfience is the awareness of these 

relafionships. Aftributes of these subsets are things like the material light of mafter, the intellectual 

insight of mind, and spirit luminosity. These subsets further relate in their combinafions. At each stage, 

the cooperafion of the parts has the potenfial to funcfion as their undifferenfiated whole. The value in 

their existence is this ability to relate, to cooperate (unify or funcfion in a unifying manner). We currently 

exist as a funcfion of the cooperafion between our energies: material (body/brain), mindal (brain 

pafterns and consciousness), and spiritual (our quantum sense of unity/connecfion with the whole). At 

this stage we are mostly mafter, with some senfience and a sense (faith) in the concept of spirit (soul). 

Our sense of connectedness with other people and our source, and our awareness of our spiritual 

intuifions strengthens and allows us to confinue the search for more harmonies even after our material 

body has rearranged itself into something else. Energy can neither be created nor destroyed, so our 

energies confinue trying to perfect these pafterns of energy, and to relate to their source and resolve the 

tensions. 


